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ABSTRACT

Reverberation is often used in linear and non-linear media to convey the acoustic characteristics of a space. This
information is presented alongside visual stimuli to create a multi-modal experience, assisting participants in
developing visual and auditory maps of a given space. There is a noted relationship between the perception of
visual elements of a space in conjunction with the understanding of the same space acoustically by sighted and
hearing participants. However, current research also evidences the affordances of reverberation in conveying virtual
environment spaces when presented without a visual counterpart. This offers new avenues for accessibility for
B/blind people engaging with virtual environments where visual stimuli are inaccessible. This paper presents a
systematic review of current research on the use of reverberation in digital and virtual environments and further-
more on its application for B/blind accessibility. The review summarises the affordances of using reverberation
in scenarios involving auditory mapping, environment navigation, self and sound source location, as well as
mechanical/gamified uses of reverberation. Furthermore, a brief discussion is given surrounding recommendations
for the future of this research area.

1 Introduction

When developing linear and non-linear media expe-
riences, such as television and films, video games or
eXtended reality (XR) applications, it is commonplace
to design digital or virtual environments to represent
real world or newly designed locations. This might
range from a digital on-screen representation of a phys-
ical location for a film or television, to the creation
of virtual game environments for games or XR. There
is often a perceptual relationship between the visual

and sonic elements of virtual environment spaces, with
audio being developed to support a visual counterpart,
and vise versa. However, in considering accessibility
for B/blind and D/deaf user engagement with virtual
environment spaces, a multi-modal experience may
include inaccessible information, resulting in the ex-
perience not being conveyed successfully. As such,
it is crucial to explore both visual and sonic virtual
environments in isolation to understand their own indi-
vidual affordances. In this paper, sound is considered
from the perspective of blindness. In a survey from UK
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charity Scope, it was found that "66% of gamers with
an impairment or condition say they face barriers or
issues related to gaming" with the "most used assistive
technologies [being] sounds options" [1]. The neces-
sity for this research is conveyed further by the Royal
National Institute of Blind People (RNIB) who found
that "audio based solutions are most desired by gamers
with vision impairments. These include screen reader
compatibility, audio description, audio triggers and
adaptable audio settings and sound mixes (e.g. spatial
audio.)" [2] . In designing virtual environment spaces,
the perception of the acoustic properties of a space can
be used to provide sonic information to people, one
method of which is through the use of reverberation.
The perception of reverberation characteristics has been
explored in previous work by the authors [3] and have
been evidenced in recent studies to affect parameters
such as listener perception of presence [4] and recog-
nising transitions between acoustically different spaces
with B/blind participants [5]. Traditionally, research in
this area has considered multi-modal experiences often
studied with participants who are sighted or who are
sighted and then blindfolded/have their vision obscured
– however, this does not accurately represent the expe-
rience of blindness held by Blind people. Research is
beginning to provide inclusive studies that collaborate
with B/blind participants, however there is still dispar-
ity between studies involving reverberation, and studies
involving B/blind participants. This review presents a
systematic review of recent research that considers the
application of reverberation to virtual environments and
its affordances to accessibility with B/blind end users.
In comparing research conducted with both sighted
and B/blind participants, themes can be generated that
suggest areas of overlap in research. The outcomes of
the review are presented and discussed to speculate on
directions to future research in the use of reverberation
in virtual environments for B/blind end users as well
as developing inclusive practices in sonic interaction
research studies.

2 Review Methodology

2.1 Blindness and Language

This paper uses the phrase ’B/blind’ to represent par-
ticipants with different experiences of blindness. Cap-
tialised terminology has been used to represent Dis-
abled communities and identity [6] [7] with lowercase
spellings being used for referring to a type of disability

[8]. A combination of both approaches is used here to
represent community, identity, and blindness. Refer-
ring to blindness as an impairment is not used by the
author, however the widespread use of the term means
its entire exclusion would lead to previous research not
being found or considered. Work using the term in this
way is thus still included in the review. While this term
is used, ’B/blind’ is the preferred term in this paper and
will be used by the author when referring to B/blind
participants.

2.2 Research Question

This review considers the following questions“How has
reverberation been used in virtual environments" and
"How could/does this facilitate accessibility for B/blind
users?”.

2.3 Search Strategy

The data corpus collation strategy involves research
which employs the use of reverberation in virtual en-
vironments with sighted and/or B/blind participants,
or references an application to blind accessibility in
lieu of participants. A brief overview of the employed
search strategy is outlined below:

2.3.1 Search Terms and Phrases

Table 1 outlines examples of search terms used in col-
lating items for the data corpus. All search terms that
were used are not included, however those outlined in
the table are representative of the style, formatting and
phrases used. Items were initially collected in a refer-
ence management software and manually assessed via
the inclusion exclusion criteria to check their validity,
described below.

2.3.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The data corpus includes publications that use reverber-
ation in a digital or virtual environment space. The data
corpus items include B/blind participants in studies,
involve comparisons between B/blind and sighted par-
ticipants, and/or consider the application of the study
for B/blind accessibility. The studies included are avail-
able in English. Language bias is acknowledged in
this review. English is the native and only language
of the author and as such is relied on in data collation
due to them being able to only verify research in their
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Core search term Additional queries

"Reverberation" accessible/-ility,
OR "Reverb" inclusive/-ity,

interaction AND accessible/-ility,
interaction AND inclusive/-ity,

blind OR blindness,
visually impaired,
visual impairment,
virtual environment

"Accessibility" accessible/-ility,
OR "Accessible" inclusive/-ity,

interaction AND accessible/-ility,
interaction AND inclusive/-ity,

blind OR blindness,
visually impaired,
visual impairment,

virtual environment,

"Blindness" reverb/-eration,
OR "Blind" interaction AND reverb/-eration

virtual environment,

Table 1: A representative list of utilised search terms.

native language. This also extends to UK-based soci-
etal models of disability. Data items will have been
published/made available after December 31st 2017. It
is acknowledged that the proposed date range encom-
passes the Covid-19 pandemic, reducing the possibility
for conducted in-person studies with B/blind partici-
pants. The data corpus excludes items that substitute
B/blind participants for sighted participants with ob-
scured vision or B/blindness simulation in the review
but this work has been considered in parallel to contex-
tualise the authors understanding of current research.
Unpublished/grey literature is not used in the review,
though some non-academic documentation is used to
contextualise information for the review. Publication
bias is acknowledged here due to the exclusion of grey
literature.

2.4 Research Libraries and Databases

To collate data, research libraries and databases were
queried using outlined search terminology. Biblio-
graphic library SCOPUS was used alongside additional
manual searches through relevant individual publishing
bodies. Queries using the Title, Abstract and Keywords

were conducted initially to find data items with further
purposive and snowball sampling being conducted via
data item reference lists and additional published works
of the discovered authors.

3 Data Corpus Analysis

3.1 Analysis Overview

A hybrid analysis rooted in reflexive thematic analysis
[9] was conducted on the data corpus. The author
first wrote a brief outline of themselves to understand
the perspective that the review was being conducted
from. This outline is that the author is a White British,
neurodivergent English-speaking Male who is sighted
and makes use of accessibility settings in media for
assistance in cognitive functions [note taking, slower
game speeds, journals/subtitling, for example] and for
protanopic colour deficiency. The data corpus was
read, analysed and coded using Microsoft Excel to
isolate key phrases as codes. After a first pass through,
the codes were loosely organised into themes before
a second pass of coding was conducted. The codes
were finally reduced into the final generated themes
presented and analysed in this review.

3.2 Generated Themes

3.2.1 Reverberation is used for the auditory
mapping of virtual environments

Reverberation has been shown to enable B/blind partic-
ipants to develop and employ successful recollection of
locations through auditory mapping. In exploring new
virtual environments, both solely sonic or with a visual
counterpart, research evidences that reverberation aids
in the process of remembering spaces while also help-
ing listeners to discern between different spaces and
points of interest within a virtual environment.

Lopez et al. [5] found in film that, with B/blind par-
ticipants, "when spatially accurate reverberation is pre-
sented to the subject with correct direct to reverberant
levels, subjects found it relatively easy to discern how
many positions the character moved to in the scene.
This became more difficult when the correct direct to
reverberant speech level was presented in mono". They
further discuss using spatially accurate atmospheres
that are "rendered with accurate reverberation, which
consists of a relatively narrow spatial field to reflect
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the claustrophobic nature of the corridor." To disam-
biguate environment spaces, they change the reverber-
ation "significantly when the characters move to the
kitchen through the right-panned door" to clearly dis-
cern the spaces.

For game environments, Portillo [10] briefly explores
the use of reverberation in audio game case studies that
"incorporate real time reverb to indicate a change in the
environment". They also note in their own study that "it
was noticeable how the participant’s matching auditory
to memory representation allowed their visual imagery
to build an environment that is partially accurate to the
one presented in the film".

A similar sentiment is expressed by participants in Mc-
carthy et al.’s virtual reality study [11] where the au-
thors note desire for "the ability for users to experience
sound changes as they move [through] the changing
ambient soundscape, particularly when moving from
the reverb rich concourse area to the outside areas."
and also within real-time echolocation studies from
Andreasan et al. [12], who note that some no-sight-
specified participants found reverberation helped them
"distinguish the size of [a] room, despite the location
(virtual corridor or an opened space)".

Reverberation is also suggested to improve spatial map-
ping alongside other sonic features by Amengual Garí,
Calamia and Robinson[13] who hypothesizes that "the
high geometrical complexity [of a space], paired with
strong energy from other acoustical phenomena (rever-
beration level, transmission) would allow users to form
spatial mental maps without the need of diffraction".
Andrade et al. [14] found that the "use of active echolo-
cation—the use of sounds and echo reverberations over
surfaces" in their study "supported the acquisition of
mental maps of a virtual space" and that PVI could
successfully identify the material a room is made of,
the relative size of virtual rooms, and the presence of
90-degree turns for B/blind participants in a virtual
environment.

Previous research by the authors [3] suggests that, from
memory, listeners relied on their physical experiences
with reverberant spaces to inform their expectation for
these spaces without an aural stimulus. While this study
did not consider if participants were sighted or B/blind,
it is thought that particular recollection of physical
spaces and reverberation might aid the auditory map-
ping of virtual environments through relying on past
experiences with physical spaces.

Some research notes the potential difficulty in suc-
cessfully mapping spaces without a visual counterpart.
Piçarra, Rodrigues and Guerreiro [15] quote a B/blind
participant’s experience in unsuccessfully navigating a
hallway. Their participant says "The hallway is long"
while walking into a wall, with the authors clarifying a
lack of difference between "when walking and colliding
for some time, highlighting the difficulties blind partic-
ipants faced when compared to a sighted person that
might easily visually assess the length of the room". It
is thought that reverberation in mono/stereo may not be
as effective as spatialised sound and reverberation for
navigating virtual spaces (explored in the next theme)
however it does provide acoustic differences between
spaces so that they may be identified easier.

In summary, it is shown that reverberation can aid in de-
veloping an auditory map of a virtual location, however
this is often in conjunction with other parameters, most
commonly with spatialised audio that is being reverber-
ated to act as a reference point. This poses the question
of the effectiveness of reverberation in isolation as a
method for virtual environment mapping in comparison
to its effectiveness in a larger sonic environment.

3.2.2 Reverberation aids in localising the self
and sounds in virtual environments

Research has shown different applications of reverber-
ation in aiding in navigation and in localisation of the
self and externalised sounds in virtual environment
spaces. Rather than providing a characteristic differ-
ence between spaces, this theme encompasses being
able to identify the location of the self or sound sources
from within a virtual environment. Large amounts of
research take echolocation into account, however with
many publications seeking to use sighted participants
whom have obscured vision.

Bujacz, Królak and Witek [16] consider reverberation
in echolocation in a comparative study between sighted
and B/blind participants. The study found that it was
"easier to determine the direction of the obstacle than
the distance from the obstacle", with "reverberation
improv[ing] the echolocation performance as the results
obtained in the empty room and outside were much
better than in the padded room".

Nair et al. [17] also uses echolocation as "a tool that
allows players to emit a mouthclick-like sound in all
directions and uses the physical properties of the game
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environment to simulate reverb". Andrade et al. [14]
supports this idea, finding that with B/blind partici-
pants, "size and materials of rooms and 90-degree turns
were detectable through echolocation" through listen-
ing to footsteps as they were most similar to the sound
of "clicking sounds with tongue in the real world [that]
are really very sharp and very short". However, further
study from Nair et al. [18] speculates that participants
"could learn to use echolocation, [but] prior work has
indicated that it may take weeks for users to learn how
to use click-based echolocation effectively". Further
research with gamified echolocation might prove bene-
ficial as a method in developing stronger echolocation
abilities in the context of a virtual environment within
a game, for example.

Away from echolocation, there was evidence that rever-
beration successfully helped participants orient them-
selves in virtual environment. Andreasen et al. [12]
note in their study (no sight level specified for partic-
ipants) that non-musicians preferred reverberation, as
it "helped them to spatially orient better in the virtual
environment". Furthermore, navigating through envi-
ronments with reverberation has also been evidenced.
Amengual Garí, Calamia and Robinson [13] developed
navigation tasks in VR spaces using acoustic cues in-
cluding "reverberation by means of bi-directional path
tracing". While not working with B/blind participants
in their study, they note at 97.33% success rate in listen-
ers navigating to a direct line-of-site position, extend-
ing to say "navigation tasks in VR could be leveraged
for other applications that require acoustically guided
spatial awareness". It is thought that, alongside success-
fully specialised audio, reverberation could aid in the
locating of sound sources within virtual environments
by providing listeners more acoustic context for the
environments they are present in, alongside accurate
spatialisation of sounds within the space in relation to
the listener position. Huang et al. [19] explores this
with the successful application of reverberation to en-
hance depth perception with sighted participants. They
note that "Reverb Time influences how users perceive
depth and that this influence is more pronounced in
the near field" with participants "associating shorter
Reverb Times with closer distances (and vice versa)".
However, they note further that "overly increasing the
Reverb Times (especially in the near field) can lead
to sensory segregation wherein the visual information
used in perceiving depth does not match with the audi-
tory information, making users unable to perceive the

sensory stimuli as one whole unit". It is of interest to
consider this further with B/blind participants where
visual stimuli may be considered differently.

3.2.3 Reverberation and voice

Research notes the use of reverberation alongside voice
to convey space and meaning within virtual environ-
ments. The application of inner voice has been ex-
plored in virtual reality environments with non-sight-
specifying participants by Parkkola et al. [20], though
it evidences that "in the case of inner speech, dry non-
reverberant speech was deemed the most realistic and
entertaining". However, for imaginary characters, the
authors confirmed that "voices of the imaginary char-
acters should be rendered in some space, but the space
should be easily discernible from the actual room".
Lopez, Kearney and Hofstädter [5] notes the use of
inner voice and comparisons with traditional audio de-
scription to explicitly state spaces within a film. They
state their application of enhanced audio description
"provides lesser emphasis on the space and focuses
on the audience’s understanding of Cecily’s emotions".
Importantly, they also note that "even though the EAD
version had sound effects and reverberation cues that
may have helped audiences recognise the space, the
verbal commentary in AD was something [participants]
were more drawn to". The comparison of these out-
comes may suggest that reverberation is less desired
to the representation of a narrative inner voice and is
better applied to external narration or for creative effect
as communicating spatial information was preferred to
be simple and direct.

These findings draw parallels to the I-voice concept
presented by Michel Chion [21]. He defines this as
a "character’s voice separates from the body, and re-
turns as an acousmetre to haunt the past-tense images
conjured by its words". He discusses reverberation in
this context stating that to convey the i-voice techni-
cally, that "the second criterion derives from the first:
"dryness" or absence of reverb in the voice (for reverb
situates the voice in a space)". He mentions that "it’s as
if, in order for the I-voice to resonate in us as our own,
it can’t be inscribed in a concrete identifiable space, it
must be its own space unto itself". This is interesting
in context to Parkkola et al. [20] and Lopez, Kearney
and Hofstädter [5] in that reverberation for personal
narrative was deemed to be more successful with a
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lesser/no reverberation. Further research into success-
ful and unsuccessful scenarios for using reverberation
with personal narratives be conducted.

Considering spatialising voice, Portillo[10] considers
the aural perspective of the lead character in relation
to other elements of audio scenes stating that 60% of
B/blind participants expressed how, in correlation with
audio description, "[character aural perspective] helped
them to empathise with the main character and to have
a better understanding of the distance, direction and
position of the visual elements from an amplified au-
ditory experience". In considering the position of the
listener, "it allowed volunteers to have a more detailed
and immersive storytelling experience". It is thought
that, in conjunction with the aforementioned uses of re-
verberation, immersive storytelling could be enhanced
further through selective use of reverberated and non
reverberated voice for present and imaginary charac-
ters alongside spatialisation of sounds within the scene.
In terms of B/blind accessibility, this may afford for
narrative to be conveyed through less explicit verbal
descriptions of scenes and characters, instead to be
conveyed through reverberation and spatialised audio.

3.2.4 Reverberation can be used as a game
mechanic

It is proposed that many of the considered applica-
tions of reverberation in this review could be used to
provide a gamified function within an interactive en-
vironment. Wedoff et al. [22] notes the successful
use of reverberation (alongside other audio processing
such as specialisation, and other game mechanics) to
aid in localising a ball in a virtual reality game with
B/blind participants. The sound implemented in this
study featured a combination of simple reverberation,
spatialisation, and other audio processing to covey the
position of a ball in a virtual reality game environment.
Similarly, Nair et al. [18] uses an audio shockwave me-
chanic to provide players with information about their
virtual environment space, including room characteris-
tics and items within the space. This implementation
utilised echolocation alongside an item filtering option
that informed players about "all objects, missioncritical
points-of-interest, non-mission-critical (decorative) ob-
jects, [or] walls only". This was alongside a directional
scanner that announces a 3D sound from the point of
the object in line of site in space. While not an explicit
tool in its own right, reverberation alongside additional

specialisation has been used successfully to create gam-
ified audio mechanics that provide an alternate method
of interaction while also sonically informing the user
about a virtual environment.

3.3 Review Limitations

A primary limitation of this study is the difficulty in
standardising terminology in terms of reverberation,
virtual environments, and the B/blind experience. As
for the B/blind experience, developments in terminol-
ogy across research disciplines presents a difficulty in
isolating research when designing initial criteria and
conducting systematic searching. A single phrase or
term is often used consistently throughout pieces of
research, however. In the UK for example, the RNIB
outline the use of the terms ’Blind’ or ’Partially Sighted’
or to have ’Sight Loss’, moving away from the use of
’Impairment’. [23] however, many accessed pieces
of disability research often refer to impairment. It
is desired that moving towards inclusive language in
audio research is crucial to allow firstly for better in-
dexing, however more importantly for inclusivity in
audio accessibility research. Ultimately, it is important
to consider the approach outlined the RNIB that "it
should always be a disabled person’s needs that dictate
whether a medical or social approach to their disabil-
ity is most relevant at any particular time" [23]. The
date range considered here also includes the Covid-
19 pandemic which posed a limit on in-person studies
being conducted. There is a possibility that given so-
cial bubbles and reduced travelling, access to B/blind
participants for studies may have been limited, which
may reduce the number of relevant studies conducted,
or may have been motivation for using convenience-
sampled sighted participants with obscured vision to
comply with restriction guidelines in lieu of externally
sourced B/blind participants.

4 Future considerations

In conducting this review, it is concluded that reverbera-
tion has the potential be used successfully with B/blind
participants to provide accessibility to experiences us-
ing digital and virtual environments. The presented
data corpus of secondary data shows successful prac-
tices in developing research studies around reverbera-
tion with B/blind participants or evidencing the need
for further studies into accessibility given their results.
In forming the data corpus, it was found that many
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studies not included in the review studied reverberation
in virtual spaces but did not include the use of B/blind
participants. Furthermore, many studies hypothesised
that their results would be beneficial to B/blind partici-
pants. New research should consider diversifying their
participant pools or conducting additional studies to in-
clude B/blind participants to further the understanding
of audio research in regards to blindness and acces-
sibility. It was found on many occasions that audio
research aimed towards blindness and accessibility was
conducted without B/blind participants, instead elect-
ing to use sighted participants with obscured vision.
Furthermore, in certain literature, terminology such as
’normally sighted’ or ’suffering with blindness’ was
used. It is crucial to reflect on the available research
working towards successful inclusive research practice
and to employ this across audio research.

5 Summary

This paper provides a systematic review of current lit-
erature pertaining to the application of reverberation
in virtual environment spaces and the affordances this
could provide to B/blind participants and accessibility.
A data corpus was collated using published data items
governed by inclusion and exclusion criteria. This data
corpus was analysed using reflexive thematic analy-
sis to generate themes in relation to extracted codes
from each data item. The review evidences the affor-
dances of using reverberation in scenarios involving
auditory mapping, environment navigation, self and
sound source location, and mechanical/gamified uses of
reverberation. Furthermore, considerations for future
research are presented alongside acknowledgements
towards the need for research conducted with sighted
participants to consider additional studies with B/blind
participants to create more unified outcomes with re-
gards to blindness and accessibility.
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